Chords are a declarative synchronisation construct based on the Join calculus, available in the programming language C ω . Compared with synchronisation constructs in most imperative languages, chords promise development of programs that are more succinct, easier to read, and easier to reason about. However, to our knowledge, chords have no formal model in an object-oriented setting.
INTRODUCTION
Large programming problems are frequently concurrent in nature. In traditional languages, concurrent programs are hard to write and harder to test thoroughly. Sometimes, the errors are expensive, as with the Mars Rover where interactions between concurrent tasks led to software resets and reduced availability for exploration [8] . Sometimes, the errors are life-threatening, as with the Therac-25 computerised radiation therapy machine [20] . And concurrency errors abound in open-source software, despite wide peer review; querying the SecurityFocus website for 'race condition' reveals hundreds of problems [25] .
Meanwhile, there has been much work in the theory community on process calculi for concurrency and distribution. A specification written in a process calculus can express the intended behaviour of both concurrent and distributed programs in a uniform way. Model-checking can reveal deadlock and liveness properties of the specification, which can finally be translated to program code.
In reality, these techniques are out of reach for most programmers. However, the concurrency constructs in many popular object-oriented languages also have their own drawbacks [19] . Typically, they make a program's dependence on particular shared variables or resources explicit. Extending or composing a program requires knowledge of these variables in order for the larger program to respect pre-existing concurrency guarantees. Losing encapsulation is thus inevitable as a program grows larger, yet encapsulation is essential in large distributed systems.
Fortunately, work on process calculi is mature enough to influence programming language design. Basing new language features on a process calculus should give simpler and higher-level constructs than found in existing object-oriented languages. It should be possible to analyse a program that uses these features, and detect deadlock and liveness properties directly.
Fournet's Join-calculus [14, 15] is a process calculus developed to be incorporated in a programming language. It offers join-patterns that express where asynchrony is possible in a process, and where synchronisation is needed, in a clear and readable way. Microsoft's C ω language [3, 4, 5] , an extension of C , offers a declarative chord construct based on join-patterns. By raising the abstraction level of concurrency constructs above locks and semaphores, chords might provide the same kind of productivity gains for programmers as automatic garbage collection has in the past.
In this paper, we present SCHOOL, the Small Chorded ObjectOriented Language. Our aim is to distill and study the features essential to the understanding of chords in an imperative, object-oriented setting. In order to study issues related to type soundness and method overriding, we include inheritance.
We are amazed how small SCHOOL is: it only has classes and chords! We provide an operational semantics, type system and proof of soundness.
To show that SCHOOL is sufficient, we add fields to obtain the language SCHOOL+F, and prove that the two languages have the same expressive power.
Our model serves to crystallise the behaviour of chords and to enable further work, such as studies of scheduling, the combination of chords with other synchronisation constructs, or the translation of Java/C# synchronization from/to chords.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of chords and demonstrates their simplicity compared with traditional synchronisation constructs. Section 3 gives an extended example of chords. Section 4 introduces SCHOOL: the syntax, operational semantics, type system, and the proof of soundness of the type system. Section 5 describes SCHOOL+F formally and defines an encoding of SCHOOL+F into SCHOOL. It proves that the encoding is type preserving and execution preserving. The proof that execution of the encoded program has no more possible behaviours than the original program, i.e., that the encoding is complete w.r.t. the execution, required some more sophisticated arguments. Section 6 summarise related work and concludes.
OVERVIEW OF CHORDS
A chorded program consists of class definitions, each class defining one or more chords. A chord consists of a signature and a body, much like a method in an ordinary object-oriented language. However, a chord's signature is an aggregate that comprises at most one synchronous method signature and zero or more asynchronous method signatures.
Because a chord signature declares more information than an ordinary method signature, invoking a chord's body is different from invoking a method's body. In an ordinary object-oriented language, a method body is executed when an object receives a message that specifies a method name and argument bindings. A single method call is enough to invoke a method's body. In contrast, a chord body is executed when an object has received at least one message for each of the chord's synchronous and asynchronous method signatures. Potentially multiple method calls are needed to invoke a chord's body.
Because sending messages to an object is distinct from that object executing code, objects use queues to store messages until a chord's body is ready to execute. An object has one queue for each asynchronous method signature mentioned in } Listing 1: Java Countdown Latch its defining class. Multiple callers can coordinate by sending messages that, finally, lead to execution of a chord body. Synchronisation is therefore possible without using imperative constructs like Java's wait() and notify().
For example, this chord defines an unbounded buffer:
int get() & async put(int i) { return i; } Invoking put() will place its argument in put()'s queue and return control immediately to the caller, since put() is asynchronous. Different callers can invoke put() many times, each invocation adding its argument to put()'s queue.
With at least one entry in put()'s queue, invoking the synchronous name -get() -will cause the chord to join. This means that its body is scheduled for execution in the caller's thread; get()'s caller is blocked until the execution completes. If put()'s queue is empty, then the chord cannot join and get()'s caller will block until some other thread invokes put().
A chord with only asynchronous method signatures represents a special case; for example:
Callers can invoke p() and q() in any order and as many times as they like. Once each asynchronous name has been invoked at least once -so each queue contains at least one entry -the chord can join, as before. Since there is no caller of a synchronous name to block, the chord body executes in a new thread.
Example: Countdown Latch
A countdown latch is a synchronisation mechanism used by a thread that wishes to wait for a particular number of tasks A thread uses a countdown latch by invoking the await() method and passing a number of permits, indicating how many tasks must complete before the latch will "release" the thread. Other threads invoke the countDown() method as they complete tasks, thus decrementing the number of outstanding permits.
The Java countdown latch in Listing 1 has to explicitly wait while there are outstanding permits, and also notify the blocked thread when there are no permits outstanding. The latch has to ensure synchronised access to permits, via synchronised(this).
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Also, having await() throw InterruptedException is a common Java idiom.
As the number of concurrent methods grows and more shared data is accessed, it becomes difficult for a programmer to manage synchronisation so carefully. The relationship between methods that manipulate permits is revealed only by inspecting their bodies.
In contrast, the chorded countdown latch in Listing 2 immediately reveals a relationship between countDown() and await(). All the logic governing this relationship, and how shared data is manipulated, is found within the chord body.
A thread calling await(n) will block if countDown() has not yet been called. When countDown() is called, the thread will unblock, execute the chord body, and potentially recurse with one fewer permit outstanding. Eventually, the thread will invoke await(1) and block for a final time. Upon the n'th invocation of countDown(), the value of --permit will be 0, and thus the empty statement (i.e. the false-part of the conditional) will be executed, the recursion will unwind, the method will return, and the thread will unblock. 
EXTENDED EXAMPLE
In this section we present an extended example in chords, aiming to demonstrate the intuition behind chords, the ways that joins represent inter-thread synchronisation, and the relevance of asynchronous message queuing.
Listing 3 defines a Printer class responsible for accepting 1 Thread A reads permits; thread B reads permits; thread A decrements the value it read and writes it back to permits; thread B does the same; thus two threads complete their tasks but the waiting thread only "sees" one completion.
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For a substantially larger chord example which shows some of the difficulties of getting explicit synchronisation correct, see [2] . • a synchronous method appears in more than one chord i.e., spool is part of chords B and C,
• an asynchronous method appears in more than one chord i.e., ok is part of chords E and F,
• an asynchronous chord contains two asynchronous methods, i.e., chord D consists of toner and paper.
Listing 4 gives a global overview of the messages sent to a Printer object and the chord joins that result.
Synchronous and Asynchronous Chords
Initially, some program creates a Printer object and sets it up to accept jobs by invoking accept (lines 1,2). Once a user program has (somehow) obtained a reference to this object, it can send a job to the printer by invoking send (line 4). When a job is sent to a printer that is accepting jobs, chord A joins (line 5).
Chord A implements the main printing logic. It starts by spooling the accepted job (line 6 
Non-Deterministic Choice
A user program can request cancellation of a job by invoking cancel. We encode this possibility by defining two chords that feature spool. Chord B, as we saw earlier, joins when spool alone is invoked; it returns a non-null image to chord A, ready for printing. The other chord, C, can join when both spool and cancel are invoked. Its body does no spooling and returns null immediately.
Therefore, if only spool is ever invoked, then only chord B joins and printing "just happens". But if cancel is ever invoked, then the next invocation of spool presents a choice of which chord to join. Our semantics are non-deterministic with regards to this choice, in order to avoid defining a scheduler. Maybe chord C joins, so no spooling happens at this time and the job is effectively dumped. Or maybe chord B joins, so printing happens as normal; chord C may join in the future.
In Listing 4, we show a job being sent to the printer and chord A joining as before. (lines 17, 18 Given that ok has been invoked, and print and test, the scheduler has a choice of whether to join chord E or chord F. We suppose that it joins chord F, so the test page is printed rather than the user's job (line 34).
As it has been doing all along, the printer's CPU will invoke toner and paper at some point, perhaps after the test page has been printed. This will cause ok to be invoked and chord E can join, thus printing the job that lost out to the test page.
This situation is similar to a model of a single producer with multiple consumers. The printer's CPU is the single producer of a Printer object capable of printing, as only it invokes ok to signify satisfactory toner and paper. Chords E and F are consumers who compete for the capable Printer resource. As long as the user does not print a test page, chord E will join and "consume" toner and paper. If the user does print a test page, then chord F could "consume" toner and paper instead.
SCHOOL SEMANTICS
We designed SCHOOL with the aim of only including the features that were essential in the understanding of chords in an imperative object-oriented language. We were impressed how small SCHOOL turned out to be: we only included classes and chords. We also included inheritance, in order to be able to study the effect of overriding of methods in subclasses on type soundness.
SCHOOL Expressions and Programs
In Figure 1 , we define the syntax of SCHOOL expressions: method call, sequence of expressions, the receiver (this), a parameter (x), and the values null (for the null pointer) and voidVal (for the result of an execution that returns void or for the result of a call to an asynchronous method).
We use the convention that We also define SCHOOL programs, which are tuples of mappings. As in [12] , we do not give a syntax for programs, and therefore can omit rather mechanical definitions of derived functions which lookup methods and superclasses.
A program consists of 1) a mapping from a class and method name to the method's signature in that class, 2) a mapping from a class and method name to all chords in which the method name is the synchronous part, 3) a mapping from a class name to the set of the class's asynchronous chords, and 4) a mapping from a class name to the name of its superclass.
A method signature contains a return type, a method name and a parameter type. The name of the formal parameter is derived from the name of the method: for a method called mth, the parameter will be called mth x. These restrictions are, of course, inconvenient for programming but are not essential to our study of chords and types, and they allow a considerably more succinct presentation.
We represent a chord as a set of asynchronous method names along with the expression representing the chord's body. Thus, the distinction between a synchronous chord and an asynchronous chord is whether the chord appears in the image of the second or the third component of a SCHOOL program. A method name can appear in multiple synchronous chords, Program Representation In Figure 2 , we outline the representation of the Printer example in terms of a program P 0 , which consists of the four mappings P 01 , P 02 , P 03 , and P 04 .
• The first mapping, P 01 , gives the signatures of the methods. Following the SCHOOL requirement that each method has exactly one parameter, the method accept is extended to have a parameter of class Object.
• The second mapping, P 02 , gives the synchronous chords associated with the various synchronous methods.
Thus, one chord is associated with the synchronous method accept. The chord has an asynchronous part consisting of send, and the chord body where the job argument is spooled to create an image, the image is printed, and then the method accept is invoked again.
We omit parts of the chord body; but show that the formal parameter of send has the name send x, method calls are always preceded by receivers, and all method calls have exactly one actual parameter, here, thus, e.g., this.spool(send x) instead of spool(job), and Furthermore, two chords are associated with the synchronous method spool. The first chord has an empty asynchronous part and we omit its body, while the second has asynchronous part consisting of cancel, and the method body is null.
• The third mapping, P 03 , lists all asynchronous chords for class Printer. There is one such chord, with the asynchronous methods paper and toner associated to it.
• The fourth mapping, P 04 , gives the superclass of Printer as Object.
For ease of notation, in Figure 1 , we also define the following four lookup functions:
The In Figure 2 , we show some of these lookup functions for the Printer example.
Our representation of program, is abstract in the sense that it does not attempt to precisely desribe how chords defined in a subclass of the source program "extend" or "override" those inherited from a superclass. In the appendix we discuss this issue in more detail.
Objects, Messages and the Heap
One can view chord invocation as message-passing between objects. A caller object sends a message comprising of a name and an argument to a receiver object. A call to an asynchronous method returns immediately, but the corresponding chord body may not yet be ready to run. Therefore, messages that target asynchronous methods are queued within the receiver object.
Consequently, as shown in Figure 3 , an object comprises 1) the name of its defining class and 2) one queue for each asynchronous method signature in its class. Thus, the state of an object is represented by its queues.
Queues are modelled as mappings from method identifiers to multisets of values representing the actual parameters passed when the asynchronous method was called. The use of multisets allows a natural presentation of the non-deterministic nature of handling asynchronous methods call, whereby asynchronous calls are not guaranteed to be handled in the order they were made, even if they were made consecutively from the same thread [5] . On the other hand, we need to have multisets rather than sets, because we need to model the situation where an asynchronous method was called twice with the same parameter.
An interesting observation is that any object that can access another object can write to its queues by calling asynchronous methods. However, only the chord body associated with an asynchronous method signature can read from the method's queue. Reading from a queue necessarily implies consumption of one of its elements.
The heap maps addresses (in N) to objects. Once an object is allocated at an address, there is no way to remove it. Thus, in terms of address-to-value mappings, the heap grows monotonically. However, the queues within each object grow and shrink as messages are sent to and consumed from queues, as described earlier.
Execution
In an ordinary concurrent object-oriented language, the same method may be executing concurrently in different objects. By analogy, in SCHOOL, the same chord body may be executing concurrently in different objects. Unsurprisingly, we model execution of a chord body in a given object as a thread. Therefore, a thread is just an expression with formal parameters bound to values from the object's queues. Execution is described in terms of threads being created and run.
A runtime configuration consists of a set of threads, each containing a runtime expression, plus a heap. Execution rewrites one configuration to another:
This "canonical" form of evaluation allows an arbitrary number n of threads to evaluate to a potentially different number m of threads. This difference reflects the fact that new threads may be created during execution.
The heap, however, is shared between and can be modified by all threads. We do not need to consider stacks because in runtime expressions, defined in Figure 3 , the occurrence of this or formal parameters has been replaced by runtime values.
In Figure 4 we give the operational semantics of SCHOOL. We define multithreaded execution in terms of single-threaded execution:
and have rules R and P which allow us to interleave execution from any thread. A scheduler would chose which thread to execute, but this is outside the scope of our current study. For simplicity of presentation, our semantics does not remove terminated threads from the configuration. Rule N This rule describes the creation of new objects. An object is allocated on the heap at some previously unused address ι.
Contexts and Congruence
The new object consists of C, the class mentioned after new, and a mapping from the asynchronous methods in class C to empty queues.
For example, new CountDownLatch executed in a heap h where the address 10 is free could return 10, and a new heap h which maps 10 to the object
, and is identical to h otherwise.
Rule A This rule describes asynchronous invocation, i.e., a message to an object that names a method whose return type is async.
The invocation reduces to voidVal, modelling the fact that the calling thread sees no work being done. The actual argument is placed in the appropriate queue of the receiver object.
For example, in a heap which maps the address 20 to an ob- Although the same asynchronous method may feature in multiple chord definitions, queues in an object are named after the (asynchronous) method identifiers in the object's class. Therefore, sending an asynchronous method results in it being added to only one of the receiver's queues.
If a chord's asynchronous part consists of only one method, then it would be possible to immediately create a new thread based on the chord's body. However, for uniformity, we do not treat an asynchronous chord with one method differently from an asynchronous chord with multiple methods. In either case, the S rule (see later) is responsible for executing the chord's body in a new thread.
Rule J This rule describes synchronous invocation, i.e., a message to an object naming a method whose return type is other than async.
As per section 4. 
Type System
Type Judgements
In Figure 5 we give the type system for SCHOOL, which, to a large extent, is standard.
The judgment P c cl states that c is defined as a class in program P, or is the class Object. The judgment P t tp states that t is a type in program P. Types are classes, or void or async.
The
type of a runtime expression e; this is why the former is defined in terms a type environment Γ which maps identifiers to their types, while the latter is defined in terms of a heap, h, in which the classes of object pointed by addresses can be looked up.
The static types are standard; the rule ST-S-C plays the role of a subsumption rule.
The dynamic type judgments are almost identical to the type judgements for source programs, but are based on lookup in the heap rather than an environment Γ. We have two new rules, and these were introduced to allow the proof of subject reduction: 1) The rule RT-E allows the null pointer exception to have any type. 2) The rule RT-S-A allows an expression of type void to also have type async; this is needed for the proof of subject reduction, for the case where an asynchronous method call, which in our system has type async is rewritten, according to rule A, to the value voidVal.
Well-Formed Programs
In Figure 6 , we define when a SCHOOL program is wellformed. A well-formed SCHOOL source program is comprised of well-formed class declarations, as per rule WF-P.
As per rule WS-C, a class declaration is well-formed if 1) its superclass is a class, i.e., Object or a class defined in the program, 2) any method overridden from the superclass has the same signature up to async or void, 3) all synchronous chords are well-formed, and 4) all asynchronous chords are well-formed.
A synchronous chord is well-formed when the return type of the chord's synchronous method signature coincides with the type of the chord body. The chord body is typed in a context where formal parameters take the types mentioned in synchronous and asynchronous method signatures, and this takes the type of the current class. Any other method signatures in the chord's signature must have a return type of async.
An asynchronous chord is well-formed when the chord body has type void, when typed in a context where the formal parameters take the types mentioned in the asynchronous method signatures.
With regard to method overriding, our system allows a method that returns void to be overridden in a subclass by a method that returns async. It also allows a method that returns async to be overridden in a subclass by a method that returns void. C ω only allows a method that returns void to be overridden by a method that returns async. While overriding such as we allow may not be good programming practice, it does not affect the soundness of the type system, and so is allowed.
Furthermore, C ω imposes restrictions on the overriding of methods when involved in chords, in order to avoid the inheritance anomaly [22, 23, 16] . The inheritance anomaly, however, is concerned with preservation of synchronisation properties and is unrelated to type soundness. Therefore, our system does not impose similar restrictions. We discuss this issue some more in the appendix.
Class and Type Declarations
Run-Time Type Judgements We do not require the class hierarchy to be acyclic. Although this property is useful for a compiler, it is not essential for type soundness. Figure 6 also defines well-formedness of the heap. The judgement WF-H requires that every value in an object's queues must have a type according to the parameter type in the corresponding asynchronous method signature.
Well-Formed Heaps

Subject Reduction
The evaluation rules for SCHOOL preserve types throughout execution. We prove this property through a subjectreduction theorem [28] . The proof technique is standard.
We first define appropriate substitutions, σ, which map identifiers onto addresses in a type preserving way.
Definition 1 (Appropriate Substitution)
For a substitution σ = Id ∪ { this } → Addr, a heap h, and an environment Γ, we have:
We can easily prove that an appropriate substitution, σ, when applied to an expression e turns it into a runtime expression, of the same type as the original expression.
Lemma 1 (Substitution)
Source-Level Well-Formedness Figure 6 : SCHOOL Well-Formedness
WF-H P h
P, Γ e : t P, h σ =⇒ P, h [ e ] σ : t
P. By induction on expression e.
Furthermore, if a runtime expression has a certain type in a heap h, then it preserves its type in any heap h where the objects have the same classes as the corresponding objects in h.
Lemma 2 (Preservation) If
∀ι ∈ dom ( h ) : h ( ι ) = [[ c || ]] =⇒ h ( ι ) = [[ c || ]]
then:
P, h e : t =⇒ P, h e : t
P. By structural induction on expression e.
We can prove subject reduction for the sequential case:
P. By structural induction on the derivation .
Finally, we can prove subject reduction for the multithreaded case: 
By case analysis on and application of lemma 3.
We cannot prove progress, since it is always possible to write a well-typed program that deadlocks.
We have handwritten proofs of the above lemmas, and have made them available from http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼scd/schoolproofs.html. 
Source-Level Expressions
Source-Level and Run-Time Type Judgements 
SCHOOL WITH FIELDS
In order to focus on chords, in SCHOOL we have omitted fields. In this section, we show that the functionality of fields can be obtained using only chords. We extend SCHOOL with field declarations to obtain SCHOOL+F, and show that it is possible to define an encoding that maps SCHOOL+F programs into SCHOOL programs. We prove that the SCHOOL encoding of a SCHOOL+F program preserves all observable behaviours.
A class in SCHOOL+F contains chord definitions as in SCHOOL, plus zero or more field declarations. Expressions in chord bodies can read and write an object's fields using the ordinary dot operator.
Listing 5 shows the Chorded Countdown Latch example using fields. In the original example, the value of permits was passed in (recursive) calls to await(). Now, we just store its value directly in a field, which a client must initialise before calling await().
The SCHOOL+F formal system
Fig. 7 describes how SCHOOL is extended to SCHOOL+F. We give an overview of the syntax, lookup functions, operational semantics, types, and definitions of well-formedness.
Because classes in SCHOOL+F contain chord definitions and field declarations, we extend the notion of a program with a component of type Id
. This maps the name of a class and a field to the field's type. We also define additional lookup functions F ( .., .., .. ) and Fs ( .., .. ). The first looks up the type of a field in a given class and program, and the second returns the set of all field names declared in a given class and program.
The definitions for an object and a program are extended in a straightforward way to handle fields. An object in SCHOOL+F contains, in addition to SCHOOL's class name and queues, a mapping of field names to values, similar to the fields representation from ClassicJava [13] . In our notation, a CountDownLatch object with empty countDown queue, and three permits (assuming integers) would be written as
The definition of the heap is unaffected, since objects encapsulate field information. The definition of contexts is extended to cater for fields.
We extend the operational semantics to include two rules that read and write a field. The rule for object creation, F-N, is also extended to initialise the field-to-value mapping of a new object with null values.
The type system in SCHOOL+F is that of SCHOOL, plus source-level and runtime judgements to type field reads and writes.
We extend the definition of a well-formed class, in rule FWF-C, to require that any field declared in a class is inherited and not overridden in a subclass. Furthermore, we extend the definition of well-formed heaps, in rule FWF-H, to ensure that the contents of fields are as according to their static types.
Soundness of the SCHOOL+F type system
For SCHOOL+F we prove a subject reduction theorem: 
P. Similar to that of theorem 1. We first define a notion of appropriate substitution as in definition 1. Then, we prove that appropriate substitutions are type preserving; the proof is similar to that lemma 1. Then, we prove that one execution step in one thread is type preserving; the proof is similar to that of lemma 3 with the addition of two new cases for field reading and writing. We then prove the current lemma by case analysis on e 1 , . . . , e n , h e 1 , . . . , e m , h .
Encoding SCHOOL+F in SCHOOL
Each field in a SCHOOL+F program is mapped to a SCHOOL queue containing a single element; namely, the current value of the field. We call such queues field queues.
Queues in SCHOOL can grow to an arbitrary size, so we need a way to restrict field queues so that they contain a single element. Thus, for every SCHOOL+F field f we have a SCHOOL asynchronous method ready f , whose queue will contain the value of the field. We also have two chords, get f and set f , to read and write its value.
Reading a SCHOOL+F field f of type t is done by reading the SCHOOL queue of ready f , thus removing its (single) element. Therefore, the body of get f must write the value back into the queue before returning it to the caller: t get f(t) & async ready f(t) { this.ready f(ready f x); ready f x; } Writing a SCHOOL+F field f of type t is done by adding a value to ready f 's queue, after removing the old value from the queue. t set f(t) & async ready f(t) { this.ready f(set f x); set f x; } As long as only the get f and set f chord bodies invoke ready f , the field queue will contain exactly one element. This holds regardless of the number and order of invocations of get f and set f .
To ensure that field queues are correctly filled upon object creation, we define in each class c an initialisation chord init, whose body invokes all ready f methods in the class with value null, and returns this:
this.ready f 1 (null); ...; this.ready f n (null); this; } Thus, an object creation term new c in the source language can be replaced with new c.init().
In Figure 8 , we define the encoding C ( e ). It maps SCHOOL+F expressions to SCHOOL expressions through a recursive definition over the syntax of SCHOOL+F expressions. In order to avoid name conflicts with the introduced methods, we require that SCHOOL+F programs do not define methods get ..., set ..., ready ... or init.
For convenience, we give an axiomatic, rather than constructive, definition of C ( P ), which maps SCHOOL+F programs to SCHOOL programs. It is easy to prove that for a SCHOOL+F program that satisfies the above restriction on method names, there exists exactly one SCHOOL program that satisfies the seven requirements from Figure 8 . 
Properties of the Encoding
Preservation of types 4 In listing 6 we follow a more liberal syntax than the strict SCHOOL syntax, eg we allow method calls without parameters, and method calls with implicit receivers; the translation to pure SCHOOL should be obvious. 
Theorem 3 ( Soundness of Encoding wrt Types)
For a SCHOOL+F program P, and an expression e:
P. By induction on the derivation of P, Γ e : t.
Theorem 4 ( Completeness of Encoding wrt Types)
P. By structural induction over e.
Lemma 4 (Preservation of Well-Formedness)
For a SCHOOL+F program P:
P. Using theorem 3 and theorem 4.
Preservation of behaviour
In order to demonstrate that the encoding preserves execution behaviour, we need to define a notion of correspondence between SCHOOL and SCHOOL+F heaps, and between SCHOOL and SCHOOL+F expressions. In the remainder of this section, we shall use the subscript +F to distinguish SCHOOL+F entities from SCHOOL entities. For example, h +F , e +F and P +F denote a heap, an expression and a program in SCHOOL+F, while h, e and P denote a heap, an expression and a program in SCHOOL.
Encoding Expressions
Encoding Programs P = C ( P +F ) iff:
∅ if c defined in P +F
Figure 8: Encoding SCHOOL+F in SCHOOL
A strong notion of correspondence is given in Figure 9 . It says that the object at address ι in heap h corresponds to the object at address ι in heap h +F , i.e., that h +F , h ι, if 1) all queues in the object h +F (ι) are present and have the same contents in the object h(ι), and 2) if for any field in the object h +F (ι) with value v, the object h(ι) has a field queue containing a singleton set with v. Two heaps correspond strongly, h +F ∼ h, iff all their objects correspond strongly.
We can now show that the encoding is sound in the following sense. Given corresponding SCHOOL+F and SCHOOL heaps, and an execution step of a SCHOOL+F expression e producing e , the encoding of e will be executed (possibly in multiple steps) in SCHOOL, producing the encoding of e and preserving the correspondence of the heaps.
Theorem 5 (Soundness of Encoding wrt Execution) If
Proving the converse of theorem 5 is less straightforward. In fact, even stating it is not obvious. This is due to the following three issues.
Firstly, one SCHOOL evaluation step does not necessarily "correspond" to one SCHOOL+F evaluation step. Instead, sequences of SCHOOL evaluation steps correspond to one SCHOOL+F evaluation step. For example, both ι.set f (v) and the sequence ι.ready
Secondly, a sequence of SCHOOL evaluation steps in one thread, corresponding to one SCHOOL+F step, could be interleaved with a sequence of SCHOOL evaluation steps in another thread, corresponding to another SCHOOL+F step. We need to guarantee that multiple threads cannot invoke ι.ready f (...) simultaneously, because then we would break our invariant that the field queues contain no more than one element.
Thirdly, during execution of sequences of SCHOOL evaluation steps, the strong correspondence relation between the SCHOOL and SCHOOL+F heaps is not preserved, because intermediate steps allow for empty field queues. For example, the first step in executing ι.set f(v); v will turn the queue of ready f in object ι to the empty set.
In order to deal with these issues, we define more refined notions of correspondence in Figure 9 .
With regard to the first issue, we define a notion of correspondence for SCHOOL+F and SCHOOL expressions. Thus, for instance, new c.init(null) corresponds to new c. We also consider the "locality", κ, which characterises the objects and fields affected by "intermediate" SCHOOL steps. Thus, in in fig 9, we define a judgment P +F , h +F e +F ∼ e at κ, which says that e is a SCHOOL expression corresponding to the SCHOOL+F expression e +F , and that it affects κ.
A locality κ has the form of either 0, or ι. f , or ι except { f 1 , . .. f n }. We explain the three forms in more detail:
• The first form, κ = 0, indicates that the SCHOOL expression is a direct encoding of a SCHOOL+F expression, and is not an intermediate expression.
• The second form, κ = ι. f , indicates that the SCHOOL expression is intermediate and is either reading or writing the field f of object ι. (Rules C-G and C-S) For example, P +F , h +F ι. f ∼ ι.ready f ( v ) ; v at ι. f , provided that in the SCHOOL+F heap h +F , the object at ι contains v in field f .
• The third form, κ = ι except { f 1 , ..., f n }, indicates that the SCHOOL expression is in the process of intialising a newly created object at address ι, whose fields { f 1 , ..., f n } still need to be initialised. (Rules C-N-1 and C-N-2)
With regard to the second issue -disallowing concurrent access to an object's ready f queue -we observe that some combinations of intermediate expressions will never be executed concurrently. Other than the init chord, the only chords that send to an object's ready f queue are get f and set f . The semantics of joining, together with the fact that a field queue never contains more than one element, ensure that no matter how many times we invoke get f and set f on an object ι -possibly from different threads -ι.ready f(...) only appears in a thread when the ready f queue is empty.
Namely, because of our invariant, the field queue for ι.ready f contains no more than one element. Because of the semantics of join, ι.get f can only join when the field queue for ι.ready f is not empty, and it will set the field queue for ι.ready f to empty; thus no further call on ι.set f or ι.get f can join, until the body of the first ι.get f executes. The first instruction in the body of get f is ι.ready f (v), which sets the field queue to {v}, and thus allows invokations ι.set f or ι.get f from other threads to join.
Thus, the field queue ready f from ι acts as a mutex on the field f of the object at ι, and guarantees that concurrent invocations of ι.ready f (...) never happen. Figure 9 defines the judgment κ 1 , ..., κ n that describes when concurrent execution of intermediate expressions at locations κ 1 , ...κ n is possible. The first premise says that concurrent execution of ...ready f (...) and ...ready f (...) is only possible if the addresses ι, ι , or the fields f , f differ. This premise says that multiple threads do not access the same field in an object concurrently, as per the example above. The second premise says that concurrent initialisation of the same object is not possible, while the third premise says that an object may not be initialised concurrently with one of its fields being read. These last two situations are not possible because while an object is still being initialised, no reference to that object is stored anywhere, so no other thread can yet access the object.
With regard to the third issue, we define in Figure 9 refined notions of corresponding objects and corresponding heaps.
The judgment P +F , h +F , h ι except { f 1 , . . . , f n } states that in some thread, the object at ι in heap h is in the process of being initialised, and the field queues corresponding to f 1 , . . . , f n have not been initialised yet. All other field queues, and all queues corresponding to the asynchronous methods from P +F , have been initialised appropriately. Note that in the SCHOOL+F heap h +F , the object has not been allocated yet.
The judgment P +F , h +F , h ι up to { f 1 , . . . , f n } states that some threads are currently accessing the fields f 1 , . . . , f n in the object at ι, through the intermediate expression ready f i . Therefore, the queues for ready f i are empty in h(ι), while the remaining field queues contain a singleton set corresponding to the field contents of h +F (ι). Also, all queues in h +F (ι) must appear, and be identical to those, in h(ι).
The judgment P +F
h +F ∼ h at κ 1 , ..., κ n states that a SCHOOL heap h corresponds to SCHOOL+F heap h +F while executing the encoded form of the the SCHOOL+F program P +F , and while executing intermediate expressions corresponding to { κ 1 , ..., κ n }. Thus:
• For all addresses ι not involved in { κ 1 , ..., κ n }, the object at ι in heap h must correspond strongly with that in heap h +F .
• If a κ i expresses that the object at ι is in the process of being initialised, i.e., κ i = ι except {..}, then indeed the object at ι must be initialised except for the fields {...} according to judgment P +F , h +F , h ι except {...}.
• If a κ i expresses that a thread is currently accessing a field from the object at ι, i.e., κ i = ι. f , then field queues for field f and all other fields appearing for ι in the remaining κ j must be empty. The remaining field queues in h(ι) must correspond to the fields in h +F (ι), and the queues in h +F (ι) must appear in h(ι).
Strong Correspondence -Objects and Heaps
.., κ n Figure 9 : Correspondence between SCHOOL+F and SCHOOL Heaps and Expressions expression e either corresponds to e +F or to e +F , where e +F is the outcome of execution of one step in SCHOOL+F.
Lemma 5 (Completeness wrt Execution -single thread, one step)
If
• P +F , h +F e +F ∼ e at κ,
• e, h e , h , then there exist a e +F and a h +F and a κ with:
• e +F , h +F e +F , h +F , or e +F = e +F , h +F = h +F ,
P. By structural induction over e, h e , h .
For the multi-threaded case, the following lemma states that for a sequence of SCHOOL expressions e i which correspond to SCHOOL+F expressions e +F i , execution in SCHOOL will produce a sequence of expressions which correspond either to the original sequence of SCHOOL+F expressions, or to the outcome of one step of execution in SCHOOL. Also, correspondence of the heaps is preserved.
Note that in this lemma, for convenience, we denote SCHOOL+F expressions through e +F rather than through e +F . 
Lemma 6 (Completeness wrt
P. By rules C  C-B.
Furthermore, we can prove that an "intermediate" SCHOOL expression will give the same result as the SCHOOL+F expression it corresponds to. The ensuing heaps will correspond more than the original ones.
Lemma 8 (Corresponding expressions give same results)
For a SCHOOL+F expression e +F , and heap h +F , and SCHOOL expression e, and heap h, if
then there exist e +F , h +F , and e , and h , so that
• e, h * C ( e +F ), h ,
P. By case analysis over the structure of e . , h +F ,
P. By induction on the number of steps, and application of lemmas 6, 7 and 8.
We have handwritten proofs of the above lemmas, and have made them available from http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼scd/schoolproofs.html.
CONCLUSIONS
Chords first appeared in the experimental language Polyphonic C [4, 5] and then in C ω [3] . These are both extensions to C , so also contain explicit thread operations and the more common synchronisation constructs (e.g. monitors). The interaction between the two concurrency paradigms would benefit from further study. There is also a chorded extension to Java [27] .
The ideas for chords in a programming language originate in the join-calculus [15] , which was implemented in the JoCaml language [10] . JoCaml supports higher-order join-patterns and multiple synchronous channels in a join-pattern, whereas C ω does not support higher-order chords and only allows one synchronous method signature per chord. There is a Java implementation called Join Java [18] . The join-calculus itself was heavily influenced by ideas from the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [6] , a model for asynchronous computations in the concurrent λ-calculus.
Chords and joins are not the only alternative to the threadswith-synchronisation paradigm. There are many different ways that concurrency and distribution are expressed in objectoriented languages. In Simula [11] , objects were processes and messages were passed between them. There are several excellent surveys describing the different paradigms [9, 24] .
Probably the most similar to chords are the active objects [7] of actor languages [1] , that combine objects and processes. Actors use asynchronous message passing and continuations to provide concurrency, and state is held in the messages, as with chords.
Composable transactional memory [17] replaces traditional synchronisation constructs with a single keyword atomic. Its aim is to support composition of concurrent programs without breaking encapsulation. However, it is fundamentally concerned with controlling access to shared memory, whereas a chorded program has no shared variables. Also, transactional memory does not address inter-thread communication, a mechanism central to the concept of a chord.
We designed SCHOOL with the aim of studying the features essential to an understanding of chords in an imperative, object-oriented setting. We made various design decisions to keep our language simple and the description minimal. Consequently, only classes and chords were necessary; the operational semantics requires only half a page, and ten rules! We have also incorporated subclasses in SCHOOL, and were thus able to formally confirm that although inheritance and synchronisation do not generally mix well [22, 23] , the issues are unrelated to type soundness. Thus, in SCHOOL, we allow a method returning void to be overridden by a method returning async, and vice-versa. We also allow a method defined in one chord to be part of another chord in a subclass. The restrictions on overriding and method declaration in C ω are thus unrelated to typing issues; rather, they attempt to preserve how a method is synchronised in subclasses.
We have demonstrated that SCHOOL is sufficient for the study of chords through some toy examples, and also through the encoding of SCHOOL+F into SCHOOL. We have demonstrated that this encoding is sound and complete w.r.t. to the type system and the operational semantics.
The proof of the latter property, i.e., that an encoded program will exhibit no more behaviours than the original one, was more demanding than originally expected. It required the development of an argument whereby we show that certain runtime configurations never arise. This is because some queues contain at most one element, effectively creating a mutex on individual objects' fields.
Finally, our notion of program is at a high level, and abstracts from the exact way in wich the programming language treats chords refinement in a subclass.
In further work, we would like to extend SCHOOL to study interesting interactions with other language features. Although features like generics, packages, inner classes, overloading, and various control structures are probably orthogonal to chords, we expect that the introduction of delegates and exceptions may throw some interesting questions.
More interesting will be the study of the combination of SCHOOL and explicit synchronisation mechanisms as in Java and C#, like locks and monitors. Furthermore, we would like to design extensions of chords to incorporate more advanced features, such as preemptions, priorities and transactions [26] . We will use SCHOOL to express our designs.
It would also be interesting to consider issues around the scheduling for chords. The semantics of SCHOOL is nondeterministic, and thus abstract away one important property of chords as in Polyphonic C#; namely that any chord which can run (i.e., whose queues are not empty), will eventually run. One could try to characterise such fair execution strategies through a further refinement of the operational semantics. More interesting would be a formal understanding of particular scheduling mechanisms, and proof of their properties.
Another research direction would be the integration of a memory model and chords, so that threads may be executed on different processors which have have their own local memory. These issues were nontrivial for Java [21] .
Finally, another challenging direction is the use of chords in program understanding and verification. In [5] , asynchronous methods correspond to states, and some synchronous method calls correspond to state change. Although this analogy cannot be expected to always hold, it would be interesting and useful to study how state transition diagrams can be mapped into chorded programs, and vice-versa. Such an approach would then allow the application of model-checkers.
We have mentioned in section 4.1 that SCHOOL abstracts from the way chords defined in a subclass extend or override chords inherited from a superclass. We clarify the issues in terms of an example. We also remind the reader why the inheritance anomaly is not a typing issue.
Listing 7 is based on the example from [5] describing the inheritance anomaly, where a class A defines the synchronous chord, crd 1, for f with asynchronous part g, and class B extends A, and defines the asynchronous chord, crd 2, for g.
It is obvious that a single thread executing
A a; a = new A(); a.g(); int i=a.f();
will not block, and will execute chord crd 1.
However, the behaviour of a single thread executing A a; a = new B(); a.g(); int i=a.f(); depends on whether chord crd 2 "extends" chord crd 1, or whether chord crd 2 "overrides" chord crd 1.
For the first case, the above source level program could be represented in our notation through a program: P 1 = ( P sign ,P 12 , P 13 ,P super ). For the second case, the above source level program could be represented in our notation through a program: P 2 = ( P sign ,P 22 , P 23 ,P super ), where P 1 and P 2 only differ in the second and third component for class B.
Namely, when chord crd 2 "extends" chord crd 1, then P 12 (B, f) = { ( {g}, 1) }, P 13 (B) = { ( {g}, ...) }. With program P 1 , a single thread executing A a; a = new B(); a.g(); int i=a.f(); may either execute chord crd 2, and then block for ever, or may execute chord crd 1.
On the other hand, when chord B "overrides" chord A, then P 22 (B, f) = unde f ined, P 23 (B) = { ( {g}, ...) }. With program P 2 , a single thread executing A a; a = new B(); a.g(); int i=a.f(); can only execute chord crd 2, and then block for ever. This is the reason that in C ω the above program would be illegal, and class B would also need a definition for a chord int f() & async g().
In our system, both P 1 and P 2 are legal programs, and, trivially, any well-typed expression satisfies the subject reduction property.
More importantly, our semantics does not attempt to settle which of the two meanings, P 1 or P 2 should be the intended meaning of the above source code. We believe this question to be a software engineering and programming practice issue. Therefore, we believe that our semantics is high level, and that it abstracts from the orthogonal issue of how the language treats refinement of chords in subclasses.
